It is pioved that ii in a BCK-algebra A eveiy chain is well-ordered by the relation (3) then every congruence relation on A is convex. Also a strictly increasing sequence of varieties of BCK-algebras is selected with the variety oi commutative BCK-algebras at the bottom. The following simple facts, concerning p.o. groups are known, or easy to be proved. Each BCK-algebra can also be considered as a p.o. algebra.
Let us recall to mind that an algebra of type (2,0) is said to be a BCK-algebra whenever the following axioms are fulfilled In the case oi BCK-algebras both isomorphism theorems hold, and so they do in apparently stronger version, as follows. If j = i+1 then by (ii) and (iii), and (7) follows.
In the last case, i.e. when i+l<jsn, also 2+i*n+i+2-j<n+l and this implies that x.
• XJXJ = x i x n +i+2-j = x j' ^y (iii), which completes the proof of BCK2.
For to prove BCK1, let us firstly observe that, by (i) and 
-

4.Final remarks and problems
For arbitrary x,y in a given BCK-algebra A, two sequences satisfying (5) can be built up In fact, x q 2 y lf trivially.
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